Oracle script for creating administrative roles:

/* PSMS Admin Role */

Revoke all on NextVals from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on Ward_Unit from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on Departments from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on Divisions from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on Fixed_Values from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on Patient_Leave_Types from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on Positions from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on Staff_Leave_Types from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on PMHP_List from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on URC_List from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on Topics from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on Evaluation from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on Borrowed from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on Clinic_Calendar from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on Consulting_Physicians from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on Medical_Records from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on Patients from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on Staff from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on Tapes from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on Utilization_Review from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on Authorized_Fill from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on Relatives from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on URC_Percentages from PSMS_ADMIN;
Revoke all on Clinic_Diagnosis_And_Action from PSMS_ADMIN;

Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on NextVals to PSMS_ADMIN;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Ward_Unit to PSMS_ADMIN;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Departments to PSMS_ADMIN;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Divisions to PSMS_ADMIN;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Fixed_Values to PSMS_ADMIN;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Patient_Leave_Types to PSMS_ADMIN;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Positions to PSMS_ADMIN;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Staff_Leave_Types to PSMS_ADMIN;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on PMHP_List to PSMS_ADMIN;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on URC_List to PSMS_ADMIN;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Evaluation to PSMS_ADMIN;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Borrowed to PSMS_ADMIN;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Consulting_Physicians to PSMS_ADMIN;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Medical_Records to PSMS_ADMIN;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Staff to PSMS_ADMIN;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Tapes to PSMS_ADMIN;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Topics to PSMS_ADMIN;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Utilization_Review to PSMS_ADMIN;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Authorized_Fill to PSMS_ADMIN;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Relatives to PSMS_ADMIN;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on URC_Percentages to PSMS_ADMIN;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Clinic_Diagnosis_And_Action to PSMS_ADMIN;

commit
Oracle script for creating end-user roles:

/* PSMS Users Role */

Revoke all on NextVals from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on Ward_Unit from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on Departments from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on Divisions from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on Fixed_Values from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on Patient_Leave_Types from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on Positions from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on Staff_Leave_Types from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on PMHP_List from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on URC_List from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on Topics from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on Evaluation from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on Borrowed from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on Clinic_Calendar from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on Consulting_Physicians from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on Medical_Records from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on Patients from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on Staff from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on Tapes from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on Utilization_Review from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on Authorized_Fill from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on Relatives from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on URC_Percentages from PSMS_USER;
Revoke all on Clinic_Diagnosis_And_Action from PSMS_USER;

Grant update, select, alter on NextVals to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, select, alter on Ward_Unit to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, select, alter on Departments to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, select, alter on Divisions to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, select, alter on Fixed_Values to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, select, alter on Patient_Leave_Types to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, select, alter on Positions to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, select, alter on Staff_Leave_Types to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, select, alter on PMHP_List to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, select, alter on URC_List to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, select, alter on Topics to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Borrowed to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Clinic_Calendar to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Consulting_Physicians to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Medical_Records to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Patients to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Staff to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Tapes to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Utilization_Review to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Authorized_Fill to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Relatives to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on URC_Percentages to PSMS_USER;
Grant insert, update, delete, select, alter on Clinic_Diagnosis_And_Action to PSMS_USER;

commit
Oracle script for overriding the roles and granting customized privileges:

/* Custom Privileges for Individual Users */
/* ====================================== */

/* Charles */
grant delete on Topics to HRSDCWT;

/* Kathy */
grant delete on patients to hrmrkbh;
grant delete on utilization_review to hrmrkbh;

/* Jan */
grant all on Evaluation to HRPOJLB;

/* Alex */
grant all on Evaluation to HRPOAMW;

/* Anne */
grant all on Evaluation to HRICABM;

commit